The DownSide Risk (DSR) model for portfolio optimization allows to overcome the drawbacks of the classical MeanVariance model concerning the asymmetry of returns and the risk perception of investors. This optimization model deals with a positive definite matrix that is endogenous with respect to the portfolio weights and hence yields to a non standard optimization problem. To bypass this hurdle, Athayde (2001) developed a new recursive minimization procedure that ensures the convergence to the solution. However, when a finite number of observations is available, the portfolio frontier usually exhibits some inflexion points which make this curve not very smooth. In order to overcome these points, Athayde (2003) proposed a mean kernel estimation of returns to get a smoother portfolio frontier. This technique provides an effect similar to the case in which an infinite number of observations is available. In spite of the originality of this approach, the proposed algorithm was not neatly written. Moreover, no application was presented in his paper. Ben Salah et al (2015), taking advantage on the the robustness of the median, replaced the mean estimator in Athayde's model by a nonparametric median estimator of the returns, and gave a tidily and comprehensive version of the former algorithm (of Athayde (2001 Athayde ( , 2003 ). In all the previous cases, the problem is computationally complex since at each iteration, the returns (for each asset and for the portfolio) need to be reestimated. Due to the changes in the kernel weights for every time, the portfolio is altered. In this paper, a new method to reduce the number of iterations is proposed. Its principle is to start by estimating non parametrically all the returns for each asset; then, the returns of a given portfolio will be derived from the previous estimated assets returns. Using the DSR criterion and Athayde's algorithm, a smoother portfolio frontier is obtained when short selling is or is not allowed. The proposed approach is applied on the French and Brazilian stock markets.
Introduction
One of the greatest contributions to the financial theory is the derivation of a formal risk-return framework by Harry Markowitz, which laid to the foundations of what we know as modern portfolio theory. Markowitz (1952) pioneered the issue of portfolio optimization with a seminal article, which was later expanded into a seminal book (Markowitz, 1959) . By quantifying investment risk in the form of the variance or standard deviation of returns, Markowitz gave investors a mathematical approach to assets selection and portfolio management. Markowitz used mean return's, variances and covariances to derive an efficient frontier where each portfolio maximizes the expected return for a given variance (or minimizes variance for a given expected return). This approach is widely referred to as the MeanVariance (M-V) criterion. While modern portfolio theory of Markowitz has revolutionized the investment world, it has also received substantial criticisms.
1
The main criticism concerns the use of the variance as a measure of risk since it gives the same importance and the same weights to gains and losses and supposes that returns are normally (or at least symetrically) distributed. An alternative, also suggested by Markowitz (1955) , is the Semivariance which takes into consideration the asymmetry and the risk perception of investors.
In fact, normality on assets returns have been widely rejected in practice, see for example Eftekhari and Satchell (1996) . This fact justifies the use of Semivariance when the presence of skewness or any other measure of asymmetry are observed.
The Semivariance is often considered as a more plausible risk measure than the variance. However academics and practitioners are still using the Mean-Variance approach for portfolio optimization as it is easier to compute, have well-known closed-form solutions and deals with a symmetric and exogenous covariance matrix, whereas MeanSemivariance optimal portfolios cannot be easily determined. This follows from the fact that, the Semicovariance matrix is endogenous and not symmetric (see Estrada 2004 Estrada , 2008 . Athayde (2001) has developed an algorithm to construct a Mean-DSR portfolio frontier. This curve is continuous and convex. But nevertheless, this convexity presents many kinks due to the fact that the asset returns are not identically distributed. Clearly, the frontier is made on segments of parabolas (piecewise of quadratic functions), each one becoming steeper and steeper as we move to toward the extremes, in either direction. They are connected to each other producing the successive kinks. The more observations we have, the more parabolas will appear and the smaller the segment of each will become. Otherwise, the number of kinks in the convexity will increase with the number of observations, getting closer and closer to each other, until when we reach the asymptotic limit, they will not be qualified as kinks any more, and the whole portfolio frontier will have a smooth shape. In practice they are only a finite number of observations. Thus, when computing a DSR portfolio frontier we will always be facing these kinks on the convexity, which would only disappear if an infinite number of observations is available. In this limit case, each of the parabolas will degenerate to a single point, creating a continuous smooth changing in the convexity of the curve. However, it is not realistic to have an infinite number of observations.
In order to overcome that, Athayde (2003) used nonparametric techniques to estimate smooth continuous distribution of the portfolio in question. He proposed to replace all the returns by their mean kernel estimators counterpart, and from these estimates, he optimized their DSR, constructing with this, a new portfolio frontier. Ben Salah et al (2015) rewrote and implemented meticulously Athayde's algorithm. Then, they proposed a new approach based on median kernel estimation of the returns, and compared their method to Athayde's one. One can see that results obtained by the median estimation method are better than those obtained by the mean estimation one: a smaller DSR and a smoother frontier. Nevertheless, the computing step and the convergence of the algorithm take a long time due to the construction of the estimators: the asset estimation returns are derived from the estimation of the portfolio returns and they change at each computing step. Some convergences are obtained by imposing arbitrarily a shut-off parameter.
In this paper, alternative nonparametric methods to construct portfolio frontiers are proposed. Contrary to Athayde and Ben Salah et al' s procedure, the idea is to start by estimating all the returns of each asset using kernel mean or median estimates. The portfolio returns estimates are then obtained as a linear combination of the different assets returns estimates and the convergence is ensured without the use of any shut-off criterion. Moreover, the optimization problems are resolved using long only and long-short strategies.
This article is organized into five sections. Section 2 presents the underlying concepts of the DownSide Risk and gives an overview on Athayde optimization algorithm to select an optimal portfolio. Section 3 is devoted to a new nonparametric approach which is more efficient than the previous methods from a computing point of view. Application on data are presented in Section 4. Conclusion and further developments are postponed to Section 5.
2 Classical Mean-DownSide Risk Model 2.1 Formal Framework Markowitz (1952) has introduced the M-V model in portfolio optimization. The objective of M-V model is to minimize the portfolio variance at a given level mean return. Covariance matrix of assets returns need to be calculated to compute portfolio variance. Variance measures the deviation above and below the mean return. Variance is not an appropriate risk measure because it does not only penalises the DownSide Deviation but also the upside one. DownSide Risk (DSR) is an appropriate investment risk measure because investors are more concerned about losses below a target returns. To overcome the weaknesses of M-V model, Markowitz (1959) proposed and studied the DSR alternative model where the risk is measured with the Semivariance rather than the variance, i.e.,
where r pt , t = 1, . . . , T , are T observations of the portfolio return r p and µ the expected return estimator (arithmetic mean of the observations).
More generally, for a given benchmark value B, the DownSide Risk is a generalization of the Semivariance, i.e,
Optimizing asset allocation consists in attributing weights to each asset of a given portfolio subject to constraints of an investor's capital resources to yield the most favourable risk-return trade-off. Let ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ) the portfolio vector weights, namely, ω i (∈ R) is the fraction of the investor's portfolio invested in the i-th asset, and r pt = r pt (w) = ω 1 r 1t + · · · + ω n r nt where r it is the return of the asset i at time t. The expected return estimator of asset i is denoted by µ i . Using Downside Risk criterion, the optimization model is arg min
or
where Σ i jB , i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , n, are the elements of the Semicovariance matrix of the portfolio. If they are exogenous, then the optimization problem (3) (or (4)) could be formally solved. The weights that minimize the Semivariance could be then obtained in the same manner as in the Mean-Variance framework. Unfortunately, this is not the case and finding the portfolio with the minimum Downside Risk is not straightforward. The main hurdle is that the Semicovariance matrix is endogenous, that is a change in weights affects the periods in which the portfolio under-performs the target rate of return, which in turn affects the elements of the Semivariance matrix.
In order to estimate the portfolio Semivariance, Markowitz (1959) suggests the following expression for Σ i jB :
where V is a set of indices where the portfolio under performs the target return B. This estimator has one advantage and one drawback. Althought it provides an exact estimation of the portfolio Semivariance, the Semicovariance matrix is still endogenous.
Many authors propose other ways to estimate the Semivariance and resolve problem (3). Among them, Hogan and Warren (1974) propose to use the Frank-Wolf algorithm. Ang (1975) proposes to linearize the Semivariance so that the optimization problem can be solved using linear programming. Harlow (1991) also considers problem (3) and generates Mean-Semivariance efficient frontier, which he compares to the Mean-Variance efficient frontier. Mamoghli and Daboussi ( 2010) improve Harlow approach. Their model permits to surmount the problem of inequality of the Cosemivariance measures which occur in the Mean-Semivariance model of Harlow. Markowitz et al (1993) transform the Mean-Semivariance problem into a quadratic problem by adding fictitious securities. Estrada (2008) proposes a simple and accurate heuristic approach that yields a symmetric and exogenous Semicovariance matrix, which enables the determination of Mean-Semivariance optimal portfolios by using the well-known closed-form solutions of MeanVariance problems. Athayde (2003) generalizes his own iterative algorithm developed in (2001) to construct a MeanDownSide Risk portfolio frontier.
The subsection hereafter deals with Athayde's algorithm (2001) that solves Problem (3) using an iterative procedure. 
Parametric Athayde's Algorithm
Suppose they are n assets and that R jt denotes the excess return of asset j at time t, that is R jt = r jt − B where B is the chosen benchmark. Let M be the matrix with coefficients Σ i jB = 1 T V t=1 R it R jt , where periods 1 through V are periods in which the portfolio under performs the target return B.
The optimization problem (3) can be matricially written arg min
where ω t is the transpose of ω and 1 is a vector of 1. The optimization algorithm is the following
Step 1 Let ω 0 be a starting portfolio vector weights where ω 0 = (ω 0,1 , . . . , ω 0,n ). S 0 is the set of observations in which this portfolio ω 0 had negative deviations. M 0 is a positive semidefinite matrix where
Step 2 Find the portfolio vector weights ω 1 that solves the following problem arg min
Using Lagrangian Method, the solution of this problem is
With the new portfolio vector weights ω 1 , the set S 1 of indices of only negative excess returns is then formed.
If M 1 is non-invertible, it means that only a few observations are available, and that it will be possible to find a portfolio that will give a null DSR (for example when R jt ≥ 0). It does not mean there is no DSR, it only means that the sample in question is poor, leaving us with few degrees of freedom.
Step 3 Form a new positive semidefinite matrix M 1 where
The next step is to find the portfolio vector weights ω 2 that solves the following problem:
arg min
As previously, the solution to this problem is
Step 4 Iterate the previous process to construct a sequence of matrices M i until getting the first matrix M F satisfying the criterion M F = M F+1 . Optimal portfolio vector weights is then given by:
This optimal vector gives the minimum DSR. 
Mean DSR Frontier
In order to build the portfolio frontier, other points on the efficient set should be found. Let µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) be the mean vector of the assets returns., i.e µ j is the mean return of asset j, j = 1, . . . , n and r pt = ω 1 r 1t + · · · + ω nt r nt where r jt is the return of the asset j on time t. Remark. (A) requires the weighted returns of the assets to be higher than the expected portfolio return and (B) eliminates idle investment capitals by equating the total portfolio weight to one.
Following the same recursive minimization procedure and the Lagrangian Method optimisation, the convergence is achieved after F iterations and the optimal portfolio will be
where
F µ. It should be noted that for small changes in the expected return, the matrix will remain unchanged. Pre-multiplying ω t F M F by (11), we found
Remark. It is clear that there are no constraints on the signs of weights ω F,1 , . . . , ω F,n which make up the vector ω. We will introduce them in next sections. This is one of the contributions that makes our work different from Athayde's (2003) .
Nonparametric Mean-Downside Risk Model
In practice, only a finite number of observations are available, and although a large number of data is available, the assumptions of asset returns being identically distributed during the whole period of the sample may not be a very realistic assumption. The idea behind this section is to make use of nonparametric techniques to estimate continuous distributions of the portfolios, and from these estimations, optimize their DSR, constructing with this, a new portfolio frontier. The first meaning of nonparametric covers techniques that do not rely on data belonging to any particular distribution. In particular, they may be applied in situations where less is known about the application in question.
Basic Background
In the following, estimate of the density of the returns using kernels is proposed. A kernel estimation of one point can be seen as a weighted average of the observations, in which the weight given to each observation decreases with its distance from the point in question.
First of all, let us introduce some elements which will be used to define kernel estimators:
The kernel K It is a probability density function. For theoretical commodity, K is supposed satisfying the following properties
Examples:
• Rectangular : K(z) = 1 2 for |z| < 1, 0 otherwise. • Triangular : K(z) = 1 − |z| for |z| < 1, 0 otherwise.
2 ) 2 for |z| < 1, 0 otherwise.
• Epanechnikov :
The bandwidth h(T ) It is a positive sequence such that h(T ) → 0 as T → ∞. It is also called the the smoothing parameter.
Kernel Mean Return Estimation
To build a more sophisticated estimation of DSR, Athayde (2001 Athayde ( , 2003 proposed to replace all the observations r t , t = 1, . . . , T by their Mean Kernel Estimation, Mean Regression,r t , t = 1, . . . , T which are a weighted average of the observations, in which the weight given to each observation decreases with its distance from the point in question. The estimatorr t of the return r t for a given asset or portfolio is then given bŷ
The density K determines the shape of the weighting function. The bandwidth, h determines the width of the weighting function and hence the amount of smoothing. The two components determine the properties of the estimator. Theoretical (minimization of asymptotic errors) and practical (rule of thumb, cross validation, plug-in methods) researches had been carried out (and continues to be carried out) on the question of how one should select K and h in order to optimize the properties of the estimator. More details can be found in Pagan and Ullah (1999) or in Silverman (1986) .
Remark. In his paper, Athayde (2003) used the same weights for the estimation of portfolio returns as for the assets' ones. He started by the estimation of the portfolio returns, then, he derived the returns estimation for each asset. This paper presents another alternative.
Kernel Median Return Estimation

General Concept
The disadvantage of the above Mean Regression is that it is sensitive to outliers and may be inappropriate in some cases, as when the distribution is multi-modal or highly asymmetric. This problem can be solved by using another useful descriptive statistic which is robust to heavy-tailed error distributions and outliers: the Median Regression. It is a more complete picture of the distribution than the one given by its mean. From a theoretical point on view, if (X, Z) represents a R 2 -valued random vector, the conditional median, q(x), of Z given X = x is the solution of the following minimization problem
It is easy to get an estimatorq(x) of q(x) by replacing F(dz | X = x) by an appropriate estimator
More details on theoretical and applied properties of median (and more generally on quantiles) can be found in Berlinet et al (2001) or Gannoun et al (2003) .
Remark.
1. The conditional distribution function can be seen as a conditional expectation i.e. E(
is continuous and strictly increasing, the conditional median of Z given X = x is obtained by the following
Kernel Median Estimators
Given T observations r t , t = 1, . . . , T , from a given asset or portfolio, the kernel estimator F T (z | r t ) of the conditional distribution function F(z | r t ) is defined by
Using Koenker (2005) and (16), we can get directly a kernel median return estimation as followŝ
Another way to getr t is to solve the following equation
Remark.
1. To computer t , the function nlm, from the R package stats, is considered https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/Rdevel/library/stats/html/nlm.html 2. In the statistical literature, they are more complicated nonparametric estimators of conditional median : Local polynomial method, double kernel method, L-estimator method, . . . (see Gannoun et al (2002) fore more details).
3. Median smooths better than mean.
4. Empirically, it is less sensitive than the mean.
The Kernel DSR Estimation
The portfolio return estimators are derived from those of Kernel nonparametric assets ones. Let us recall these estimators:
for each asset j on time t, j = 1, . . . , n and t = 1, . . . , T . If ω j is the percentage weight of the jth asset in the portfolio, the return on each time t is given by r pt = ω 1 r 1t + · · · + ω n r nt and its estimation is given byr pt = ω 1r1t + · · · + ω nrnt wherer jt =r jt orr jt .
To get a kernel DSR estimation, we replace in (2) all the observations r pt , t = 1, . . . , T by their estimatorsr pt and, then
Suppose we have n assets and denote byR jt the excess return of asset j at time t. That isR jt =r jt − B where B is the chosen benchmark. LetM the matrix with coefficients Σ i jB = 1 T V t=1R itR jt where V is the period in which the portfolio under-performs the target return B.
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The optimization of assets portfolio can be modelled as follows
The constraint (C) restricts any short selling of assets.
Kernel DSR Minimization Algorithm
The processing is similar to the classical one. The estimated returnsr jt will take place of the original returns in the previous algorithm.μ j denotesr j , j = 1, . . . , n and E * is a given expected return.
With short sellig constraint (without the constraint (C)).
We are facing to the following ooptimization problem:
minimize ω tM ω subject to (A) : ω tμ = E * and (B) :
Many steps are necessary to get the optimal solution.
Step 1 We start with an arbitrary portfolio ω 0 = (ω 0,1 , . . . , ω 0,n ). For each date t, t = 1, . . . , T , the returns of this portfolio r 0,pt = ω 0,1 r 1t + . . . + ω 0,n r nt will be replaced byr
From the previous estimators (22), we select the dates when the estimated returns of portfolio w 0 had negative excess returns. This set is called S 0 . LetR 0,it =r it − B andM 0 the following positive semidefinite matrix
Step 2 Find the portfolio ω 1 that minimizes ω tM 0 ω subject to (A) : ω tμ = E * and (B) : ω t 1 = 1. Using Lagrangian method, the solution is the following
Step 3 Using (23), we calculate the new returns of the portfoliõ
and we construct S 1 the set all indices such thatr 1,pt − B < 0, i.e., S 1 = {t ∈ {1, . . . , T } :r 1,pt − B < 0}.
Using the above estimators, we built the following new positive definite matrixM 1
Using Lagrangian method, the solution is the following
Step 4 Again, find a new portfolio, select its negative observations, construct a matrixM 2 , repeat the minimization withM 2 , find a new portfolio, select its negative deviations, and so on. The iterations will stop when the matrix M F will be the same asM F+1 . The minimum DSR portfolio with expected return E * is given by
2. Without short selling constraint (with the Constraint (C)).
The optimization problem consists in minimizing
All the minimization steps are similar to the previous ones. Nevertheless, the intermediate optimized solution on each step is not explicit. To get them, we use an appropriated software located in R Tool Box with adapted inputs : quadrog (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/quadprog/).
• From a computationally point of view, there are less iterations than in Ben Salah (2014) where , the estimation of all returns are necessary in each step. The convergence is achieved after finite number of iterations.
• In all his minimization model, Athayde never took into account the (C) constraint. Since these constraint is accounted for in this paper, our results are slightly different from his.
The DSR is then given by
In order to build the portfolio frontier, we will have to find the DSR for varied expected return E * . For a given E * , the same procedure as in previous paragraphs is used to determine the DSR of the optimal portfolio. The problem is computationally less complicated than in Ben Salah et al (2015) since we have not new estimations of returns for every assets at each optimization step.
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This section is devoted to investigate the performance of the proposed methods using both the parametric and nonparametric approaches on two different stock markets (emergent and developed one). This empirical study will be made in two cases: with and without short selling constraints.
Data
A dataset, drawn from Reuters, was used for this analysis. The original Data consists in daily 9 stocks returns belonged to different sectors: banks, insurance, industry, energy, technology and telecommunication, from 2 markets: In optimization procedures: -the benchmark B is supposed to be equal to zero, -the kernel K is the Gaussian density, -the bandwidth h is chosen by cross validation method.
Historical Price Data p t is adjusted for dividends. The assets returns are computed from stock prices observed on Thomson Reuters Platform as follows:
, with p t : Stock closing price at date t and p t−1 : Stock closing price at date t − 1 (29)
Remark. The choose of the kernel is not crucial in nonparametric estimation. Indeed, different densities give slightly the same results. However, the bandwidth selection is very important in order to improve the quality of estimation. The choose of cross validation rule to determine the bandwidth is motivated by its popularity in nonparametric literature (see Arlot and Celisse (2010) ). In term of the third moment of expected returns (Skewness), the returns of French assets Alcatel, BNP and Société Générale are highly positive skewed whereas the return of the Airbus asset is negative skewed. Carrefour, L'Oréal and Total returns assets are moderately skewed. However, returns distribution of the assets Accor and Danone are approximatively normal. The returns of Brazilian assets Banco Pan Americano, Banco de Estado de Sergipe, SA Ideiasnet, Estruturas e servicos de Engenharia, Gol Linhas aereas Inteligente and Oi SA have a positive skew whereas the returns of assets Petroleo e Gas, Cosan Ltd and Positivo Informatica have a negative one. For the assets Banco de Estado de Sergipe and Petroleo e Gas, the skewness is substantial and the distribution is far from symmetrical. Only the return distribution of SA Ideiasnet can be considered Gaussian. All the other distributions assets have a considerable positive skew. For the fourth moment of expected returns (Kurtosis), no relevant fat-tailed distribution is observed in French Market. All the distributions are more peaked than the Gaussian distribution. In the brazilian case, all the distributions are peaked than the Gaussian one. Significant fat-tails are observed for returns distribution of the assets Banco Pan Americano, Petroleo e Gas, Estruturas e servicos de Engenharia and Banco de Estado de Sergipe (see Table 1 and Table 2 ). Therefore, these findings suggest the use of the DownSide Risk methods to find the optimal portfolio. The correlation matrix indicates that the returns are correlated between each other in the two stock markets (see Table  3 and Table 4 ). 
Analysis of Results
The sample data is divided into two parts: one for making optimization and one for testing the efficiency of the methods. The same analysis is conducted on the French and Brazilian Stock Markets. The optimisation problem will be solved under two kinds of constraints: optimization without short selling (Positive Constraints on the Weights) and optimization with short selling. The optimal portfolio returns will compared de the CAC 40 (respectively to Brazil Sao Paulo Stock Exchange Index). The performance will be measured by Sharpe and Sortino ratios.
Optimization without short selling
In this paragraph, short selling is not allowed. The suspension of short selling is generally a response to illegal practices concerning spreading false rumours in order to lower the price of shares. Another concern is the naked short selling, where investors sell shares without first having obtained the loan and then fail the settlement. In the Frensh market sample, the first 3245 × 9 (respectively the 783 × 9 in the Brazilian Market sample) assets returns are used to make the optimal portfolios. The last 334 × 9 (respectively 235 × 9) observations will be used for backtesting and checking the consistency of each optimization method (Markowitzc (I), Classical DSR (II), nonparametric Mean DSR Method (III), nonparametric Median DSR Method (IV)). For easy visual comparison, the curves corresponding to the efficient frontiers are plotted on the same figure ( Figure 1 and Figure 2 ) It is apparent from the graphical comparison in Figure 1 . that the nonparametric and classical DSR methods push the efficient frontiers outward to the left of the classical Markowitz's mean variance curve to produce efficient portfolios that are stochastically dominant. In particular, for any given expected return level, the nonparametric median DSR method presents a lower risk (SSD) than the other methods. In the Brazilian case, the efficient frontier obtained by kernel median estimation dominates stochastically those obtained by the classical Mean-Variance, and by kernel mean estimation. It also appears that efficient frontiers derived from classical DSR and nonparametric median DSR Table 5 and Table 6 which give the optimal portfolios (weights) for many expected returns E * . For all the used methods, Alcatel, Carrefour and Société Générale are not present in the optimal portfolios. The contribution of the Airbus and Danone assets in constitution of the optimal portfolio is significant. Accor and Total assets contribute to the optimal portfolio only for low expected return level. Table 6 confirms the fact that for different expected returns E * the nonparametric method based on median estimation lead to low risk, in comparison to the classical and Mean-DSR models. It is important to note that in terms of assets allocation there is no important difference for the parametric and nonparametric DSR methods. In order to clarify whether the portfolios have been successfully optimised the results were compared with CAC 40 and Bovespa Indexes. For each method, 334 french portfolio returns are compared to 334 CAC 40 daily values. Figure  3 shows the daily difference between optimal portfolio and CAC 40 returns. Blue color indicates that the portfolio performs better. The comparison is made for different expected return level E * . Figure 3 exhibits the results concerning the four methods for E * = 0.03%. Similarly, the daily differences between optimal Brazilian portfolio and BOVESPA Index returns for 2013's sample and for an expected return E * = 0.03%, are plotted in Figure4. In the French market, it appears that the nonparametric methods are more efficient, in term of returns, than classical Markowitz and DSR models. Furthermore, the method based on kernel median estimation is more appealing than the one based on kernel mean estimation (especially at the end of studied period). The same conclusion is reached for different choices of E * .
In the brazilian case, the portfolio returns obtained by nonparametric methods are better than BOVESPA Index. More precisely, the method using the smoothing median performs better.
These results will be confirmed later by using Sharpe and Sortino Ratios ( See 4.2.3).
Optimization with short selling
Combining long and short positions become increasingly popular among institutions such as hedge funds and individual investors, as traditional strategies struggled in a bear market, highlighting the need for investors to consider expanding their portfolios into innovative financial solutions and take profit from market evolution.
Long-short strategy consists of buying an undervalued stock and shorting or selling an overvalued stock. the short selling involves borrowing a stock from a broker and then selling it in the market. The stock is bought back and returned to the broker at a later date, this is called covering the short. If the stock drops, the short seller buys it back at a lower price and then he makes money.
Taking short positions provides a way to speculate if you think a market's value is going to decline. This allows you to add value to your portfolio even in a bear market. It is also a tool to hedge a portfolio.
In this section, short selling constraints (ω i ∈ R, for i = 1, . . . , 9) will be incorporated to resolve the different optimization problems (Classical Mean-Variance Markowitz, Classical DSR, nonparametric Mean DSR and nonparametric Median DSR Methods).
Once more two stock markets will be investigated: The French and Brazilian Stock Markets.
As the previous section, data of the French and Brazilian markets is divided into two parts: the first one for determining optimal portfolios and the second one for testing the efficiency of the methods. The last sample will be used to assess performance of the optimal portfolio returns against the CAC 40 and BOVESPA Indexes.
After imposing short Selling constraint, the four methods (classical Mean-Variance, classical DSR, DSR with mean smoothing, and DSR with median smoothing) are applied on the data in order to get optimal portfolios, and plot the correspondent efficient frontiers.
For the French case ( Figure 5 ), it is apparent from the graphical comparison that classical and nonparametric DSR methods push the efficient frontiers outward to the left of the classical Mean-Variance curve to produce efficient portfolios that are stochastically dominant. The nonparametric efficient frontier based on median estimation stochastically dominates the other curves for any given expected returnE * .
In the Brazilian case (Figure 6 ), efficient frontiers in DSR framework surpass the classical Mean-Variance one. In fact, for any given expected return, the DSR efficient frontiers dominates stochastically the Mean-Variance curve. Although, the classical DSR seems performing slightly better than the nonparametric Mean DSR model, the nonparametric Median model still the most efficient one. Table 7 (French market) and Table 8 (Brazilian market) confirm the obtained results, and give the optimal weights for different expected returns. For any expected return level, investors should take short positions on the Alcatel and Société Générale assets to construct the optimal portfolio. The Carrefour asset should be shorted for a high level of expected return. This result was expected because during the studied period, the financial markets, fearing the collapse of the Euro zone associated with the European sovereign debt crisis, were severely shaken. European and French bank shares, especially the Société Générale Paris share recorded substantial falls. In fact, the Bearish pressure, influenced by speculation but also by investor suspicion, continued to affect Société Générale's share price through to 2011 and 2012, the share losing 57.22% of its value. During the studied period, Alcatel-Lucent has been at risk since 2006, because it missed key technological shifts. They unveiled plans to slash jobs worldwide, in order to stem years of losses, cut operating costs and consolidate resources around fewer sites as after losing 700-800 million ($1.08 billions) per year since its merger with U.S. firm Lucent Technologies in 2006. As to Carrefour, Europe's biggest retailer, they incured a loss of 2.6% in 2012, depressed by the falling demand in recession-hit Spain and Italy. The proportions invested on Total and L'Oréal are very important compared to the other assets contributions as they represent about 50% of the optimal portfolio. It is noted that, in the DSR framework, there is no huge difference in the proportions invested on the different assets. The results of Table 8 show that for different expected returns, there is no huge difference in assets allocation, specially in the DSR framework. It is found that the contribution of B.Esta, Cosan, and Oi.SA assets to optimal portfolio constitution is very important, so it represents about 67% of the long positions. It is important to note that investors, for high expected returns, should short the Pet.e.Gas asset. For any expected return level, the nonparametric Method based on Median Estimation present lower risk than the other models. Following the same principle as previously (optimization without short selling), the difference between optimal portfolio and the CAC 40 Index returns of the four proposed models, are made for different expected return level E * . Figure  7 exhibits this difference concerning the French market for the expected return E * = 0.03. For the French market (Figure 7 ), in the classical Mean-Variance framework, the portfolio returns are slightly lower than the CAC 40 returns. However in the parametric and nonparametric DSR framework, returns of the optimal portfolio are close and outperform the CAC 40 values specially at the end of the studied period. It is interesting to note that returns of optimal potfolio obtained by the Smoothing Median method are more efficient than the CAC 40 Index (returns).
In the Brazilian case, Figure 8 shows that, contrary to the classical Mean-Variance model, the classical DSR and nonparametric DSR based on mean estimation are slightly close to BOVESPA Index. Generally, nonparametric Median DSR performs better than BOVESPA Index. Same conclusions are reached for different choices of E * .
Performance Analysis
So as to determine the performance of the proposed (parametric and nonparametric) models, adopting different strategies (only long or long-short strategies), explicit measures of performance are investigated in this section. Indeed, two performance ratios : the Sharpe (ShR) and Sortino (SoR) ratios will be exhibited and analysed.
• Sharpe Ratio (Sharpe (1966)) The Sharpe ratio is the average return earned in excess of the risk-free rate per unit of volatility or total risk. Subtracting the risk-free rate from the mean return, the performance associated with risk-taking activities can be isolated. The Sharpe ratio is given by this formula
where E(R p ) denotes the expected return of the portfolio, R f the return on the risk-free asset and σ(R p ) the standard deviation of the portfolio returns.
This ratio is a relevant performance measure when returns are normally distributed. Abnormalities like kurtosis, fatter tails and higher peaks, or skewness on the distribution can be a problematic for the ratio, as standard deviation doesn't have the same effectiveness when these problems exist. That is why it is interesting to calculate the Sortino ratio.
• Sortino Ratio (Sortino (1994) ):
Sortino Ratio is a transformation of the Sharpe ratio that takes into consideration only the downside deviations. The use of this ratio is recommended to analyse highly volatile portfolios or when when the distributions are asymmetric. A portfolio is considered as efficient one when it has high Sortino Ratio. The Sortino ratio is given by this formula:
where E(R p ) is the asset or portfolio average realized return, τ the target or required rate of return for the investment strategy under consideration (originally called the minimum acceptable return) and DS R the target semi-deviation (the square root of target semi-variance).
Here τ = R f is taken as the risk free rate of return given by the mean of government bonds returns. Table 9 sums up the levels of Sharpe and Sortino Ratios for all the methods, for the French stock market: These ratios show that nonparametric methods, specially that using DSR with Median smoothing have higher Sharpe and Sortino ratios which means that they are more efficient than the classical ones. It is interesting to note that the four methods with Short-Selling constraint, have higher Sharpe and Sortino ratios, which means that long-short strategy are more efficient then the long only strategy.
Similarly, the performance Sharpe and Sortino ratios for Brazilian Stock Market are exhibited in Table 10 Although the Sharp and Sortino ratios are negative for any given expected return, they still a tool to compare the performance of all the methods. Indeed, the nonparametric methods, and more precisely the one based on median estimation, still slightly better than the classical models. Contrary to our expectations, in terms of performance, Longshort strategy does not perform significantly the only long strategy witch means that the Brazilian market in that period is bullish, and shorting assets in this context are not an appropriate way to make profit. Graphic (9) shows that the Brazilian Stock Market follows slightly upward trend during the testing period. However, the sample data used in the optimization step presents a flat trend. 
Conclusion
The classical Mean-Variance model of Markowitz is one of the most popular used models for determining optimal portfolio weights. However, it was widely criticised because its strict assumptions related to the normality or to the 22 symmetry of returns distribution. Many proposals of new risk measures are developed in the literature in order to consider downside movements because investors are more concerned and averse about the DownSide risks. Our contribution consists on the introduction of nonparametric approach in the estimation of the DownSide Risk. It leads to get smoother efficient frontiers. In addition, adequate iterative algorithms were developed to resolve the optimization problems. The proposed method based on median estimation is precise and very important in term of performance thanks to the robustness of the median. Also, in term of computation time, the proposed algorithms outperform the algorithm proposed by Ben Salah et al (2015) .
Nonparametric methods, specially the Mean-DSR with median smoothing, provides lower portfolio risk compared to the classical Mean-Variance and Mean-Semivariance models.
The proposed DownSide Risk versions proposed in this paper were applied to determine the optimal weights in two different stock markets: Brazilian and French stock markets. The results show that the strategies of investment, in terms of asset allocation depend on the methods, and the risk measure used to optimize the portfolio. Asset allocation depends also on the kind of constraints used in the optimisation program like allowing short-selling or not.
It was pointed out that , the nonparametric methods for the French Stock Market, present lower risk comparing to the classical Mean-Variance and Classical Mean-DSR models. In term of performance, the nonparametric methods, specially the one based on median estimation, outperforms the CAC 40 Index in the two investigated strategies (long only strategy , long-short strategy). It is also interesting to note that nonparametric Methods for the French stock market have higher Sharpe and Sortino ratios.
The fact that the Sortino ratios are also much higher for long-short portfolios shows that, by allowing short selling, the downside risk (as measured by the target Semi-Variance) can be substantially reduced.
Our numerical experiments, for the Brazilian stock market, confirm the efficiency of the nonparametric Methods specially the one based on Median Estimation.
Indeed, the nonparametric Methods present lower risk than the classical one. In addition, the comparison to BOVESPA Index shows that nonparametric methods outperforms the classical ones.
Despite the negative values of Sharpe and Sortino ratios , it was clear that Median-DSR methods is more efficient than the classical DSR and Mean-DSR models.
It is believed that Long-Short portfolios are riskier than the long only portfolios (due to potentially unlimited losses on the short positions), consequently the long short strategy have to be more efficient.
However, our findings show, for the Brazilian stock market, the Long only strategy was more efficient than the Long-Short strategy. In fact, the choice of strategies should be appropriate to the nature of the market, so shorting in bullish market is not a successful strategy.
Our empirical studies were limited to stock markets, it will be interesting to test our methods on other assets (Bonds, Options, . . . ).
It is also interesting to focus on another DSR measures concerned with the left tails of distributions such as VaR and CVaR.
